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Service Managers have struggled in regards to knowing where their staff are, what they are doing and how far
away they are from jobs. A number of systems have been developed over the years in an attempt to alleviate this
common issue. Inventive job diaries used to track this information tend to evolve into larger whiteboards as
organizations grow and need more central management practices. More electronic methods such as outlook
calendars and spreadsheets are then utilized to track what jobs employees are doing and where.
These systems all work in showing the user which jobs are assigned to each employee, assuming they are up to
date. However, the data will typically need to be entered into other areas for purposes such as, spreadsheet or
systems to manage the jobs list, other job cards for the information to be sent and retrieved from the field, and
accounting engines so the job can be invoiced.
Each manual step also introduces another point where the data can be inaccurately recorded. These inaccuracies
can ultimately cost the business time, money and inevitably is the source of issues that arise with customers.
Eliminating these problems is the key reason systems like simPRO Enterprise exist. simPRO allows seamless
communication between the office and the field, allowing users to enter information into the system which will be
used and reused every step of the way. It will keep all employees up to date, decreasing the time taken to
administer each task and allowing your staff to focus on more important aspects of the business.
There are two ways jobs are typically issued, either scheduled or assigned. An assignment is when you tell your
employee what their job will be. For example, ‘John this is your job, get to it when you can’. Systems like this are
implemented when there are a high volume of jobs that need to be done and the organization allows the field
technician to organise their own run sheet. Jobs can also be assigned in bulk which is useful when creating
multiple jobs and wanting to pre-assign them to technicians ahead of schedule.

Key Scheduling features in simPRO
Scheduling in simPRO Enterprise allows you to assign the job to one or multiple field technicians, plant and
equipment, subcontractors or teams, and indicates the actual date, expected start and duration of a job. Users are
presented with a group calendar-type screen which is accessible to everyone with system privileges. It will allow
users to access the schedule as it’s being updated and once it is ready for dispatch to the field. The different
scheduling views are:

Day View
The day view is a group calendar showing the day's activities (defaulted to today) for all resources. The list of
resources will automatically filter itself based on the job that is being scheduled. This shows details such as the
zone in which the job is being done in and the type of work being performed (to make sure only the relevant
resources are shown).
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Week View
This view is typically filtered to a single resource (though multiple resources can be shown) and shows the entire
weekly schedule for that resource. This is a popular view when planning someone’s time in advance as it’s very
simple to move jobs around onto different days and see the impact it’s having on the particular resource’s calendar.

Month View
The month view is a much more macro view and is used for a detailed look at what is occurring for the month. This
is another option that makes it easy to move jobs into different days and weeks. This can be especially helpful if the
screen is filtered down to view a single resource.

Project View by Projects
The project views are designed for longer projects, allowing project managers to schedule entire days for their
resources. In this particular view the default screen layout looks at jobs as the primary record type and shows the
days the resources are scheduled to those jobs. Users can then filter which jobs are viewed, and schedule the
resources accordingly.

Project View by Employees
This uses a similar logic where project managers can schedule entire days or weeks to resources. However, it is
viewed primarily by the resources down the left hand side (similar to the day view). Users can then select the job
and schedule the resource.
Regardless of the view, the user simply has to select the job they wish to schedule (which can be preselected from
other areas of the system or can be searched and selected on the screen) then drag and drop across the time /
days they would like the job to occur on. Once completed there are a myriad of options that can be accessed by
right clicking on the schedule, some of which manipulate the schedule directly, provide dispatching options or can
change the entire job the schedule relates to. An individual schedule can simply be dragged, stretched or shrunk to
change the resource being used and the allowance of time on the schedule.

Timesheets
Scheduling in simPRO Enterprise not only allocates resources to jobs during the appropriate times providing
transparency and allowing dispatch, but it will also generate the timesheets based on the times scheduled and
allocate the costs. For example, if a resource has a direct cost of $35 per hour and a corporate overhead recovery
of $20 per hour, by scheduling that resource to the job you are getting their actual cost of $55 per hour. It will allow
the project manager to see the gross and nett costs of labor as well as view that in relation to the original
allowances. Alternatively, it will show you how much you actually made gross and nett on that do-and-charge
service job.

Contractors
Once a job is allocated to a contractor, a contractor is also able to schedule themselves into the job within the
Contractor Portal. In the Contractor Portal, contractors are able to manage the details of their own staff who are
used for jobs with you. Just as your own staff can, contractors are able to drag and drop across their times,
however they can only see themselves and their staff and the work orders you have authorized them for. By
scheduling a contractor the system automatically creates the work order, again cutting down administration time
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and streamlining your processes. A work order, created either manually or by scheduling, can also be automatically
dispatched to the contractors using the simPRO Enterprise system if they also use simPRO.

Leads & Activities
Not only Jobs, but Quotes, Leads and Activities can also be scheduled in simPRO Enterprise. It allows
organizations to utilize simPRO as their entire calendaring system so all staff can see what their colleagues are
doing, making the best use of their own and their co-worker’s time.

Add On - simPRO Connect
Using your smartphone or tablet can also be extremely efficient in verifying the field technician locations when they
complete various tasks. simPRO Connect synchronizes itself with the schedules throughout the day and sends
back updated actual times to simPRO, allowing staff in the office to view in real time what stage each job is up to
and where all field staff are. simPRO Enterprise also has options for emailing and texting jobs out into the field if
organizations are not looking to add simPRO mobility enhancements to their field teams.
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